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Chapter One: Introduction

Technological change gives rise to new cycles of innovation and product

development.  Innovative firms and organizations recognize such change as

opportunities to gain advantage over competitors, and respond by mobilizing their

resources in order to develop products expeditiously.1  Once innovations gain general

acceptance among users, they begin to saturate markets as the preferences of users are

satisfied.

Uncertainty is inherent in the innovation process.  This uncertainty might

pertain, for example, to a product’s functionality or to its design and usability.  Firms

attempt to reduce uncertainty by acquiring knowledge of consumer habits and interests.

An innovation’s success depends on a firm’s ability to anticipate user demand.

Traditionally, focus groups and marketing data have served as tools in the process.

Firms and industries that innovate new products draw on the knowledge and expertise

they have acquired through previous experience.  They respond to competitor activity,

analyze the success of past products, and conduct market research and focus groups to

determine market viability.

Developers of products and services for emerging technologies face even more

uncertainty, as they have little or no knowledge of how a technology might be

appropriated by users once it has become readily available.  As interactive technologies

                                                
1 Michel Robert, Product Innovation Strategy Pure & Simple(McGraw Hill Professional Book Group,
1995), p.6-7; Robert defines Product Innovation as “the process of systematically anticipating,
recognizing, and exploiting change.”
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increase in number and variety, it becomes increasingly difficult to manufacture

products that will appeal to a general audience.

At the same time, the interactivity of network technologies can reduce some of

the uncertainty facing innovators in this new environment.  These technologies allow

product developers to gather intelligence about their target audience by enabling the

accurate tracking of user activity behavior patterns.  Many Internet properties, for

example, allow users to customize and personalize the information that is delivered to

them online.  By giving users greater control over their experience, companies can gain

a more detailed and comprehensive understanding of their customers’ interests, needs,

and habits.  These feedback mechanisms for information proliferation have enabled

targeted marketing strategies to thrive on the Web.

Interactivity is rapidly becoming available on devices other than the personal

computer such as, for example, interactive television, personal digital assistants

(PDA’s), and cellular telephones.  Consumers have begun to use different devices for

different purposes, and often access information using two different technologies

simultaneously.  In addition, emerging technologies, such as interactive television and

third-generation wireless devices, are on the horizon.

In this new environment, businesses must take advantage of new technologies

to anticipate user needs.  To do this effectively, they must understand the

circumstances under which users access online information and what needs they serve

by doing so.  How will interactive technologies affect product development given the
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role communication plays in the innovation/diffusion process?  This thesis seeks to

address this question.

This thesis argues that interactive technologies will improve the efficacy of the

communication between producers and consumers of digital communication products.

The result will be increased knowledge and understanding of user behavior, which will

significantly expedite the innovation and diffusion process, and place more control of

the end product in the hands of the market.  User-driven innovation would likely result

in more appropriate and relevant products that reflect and address user needs.  Products

developed using this innovation model would saturate the market more quickly due to

higher levels of customer satisfaction and network effects.

To test this hypothesis this paper proceeds as follows.  Using established

principles of innovation theory, Chapter Two presents a framework for understanding

how firms manage the innovation process in the face of technological change.   It will

establish that market response to technological innovations is a function of

communication between consumers and producers.  It will then suggest that the

efficacy of that communication process affects not only the length of the

diffusion/innovation cycle, but also the degree to which end users play a role in the

development of the product.

In Chapter Three, this paper will provide an overview of methods by which

consumer needs have been determined traditionally, including focus groups and

research and development (R&D) practices.  It will illustrate the evolving role of
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customers in the innovation/diffusion process, and include a review of the concepts of

participatory design and social learning.

Chapter Four will then describe how companies have used network

technologies to gather intelligence regarding their customers’ behavior and interests,

and provide examples of how this knowledge is being appropriated in the current new

media environment.  It will discuss how these knowledge acquisition tactics are being

used in order to allow for mass customization of Internet products and the

personalization of online content delivery.  Amazon.com will provide case study

evidence of the advances made in online product personalization, as well as of the

advantages and disadvantages of this practice.

Chapter Five will describe emerging methods of R&D that are being used by

companies developing products for alternative network devices such as interactive

television and third generation wireless devices.  It will outline the challenges facing

these efforts, and describe processes that are currently being employed by developers.

Building on earlier discussion of networked-based knowledge acquisition, this chapter

will review how these methods could further integrate end-users into the innovation

process.

Chapter Six will compare centralized and decentralized innovation models.  It

will present advantages and disadvantages of these models, and discuss the role of

communication in each scenario.  It will then provide evidence that decentralized

innovation results in products that more accurately address user needs.  The
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development of open-source software will serve as a case study of the decentralization

model.

Chapter Seven will assemble the information presented throughout the paper in

order to determine the extent to which end users can become an integral part of the

innovation process using the feedback loops and knowledge acquisition activities that

are enabled by Internet technology.  It will examine the concept of user control with

respect to each of the case studies presented and conclude by suggesting possible social

and commercial implications for the future.
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Chapter Two: Communication in the Innovation/Diffusion Process

To understand how interactive communication affects the innovation and

diffusion, one must first understand the innovation/diffusion process itself.  Everett

Rogers made the most notable contribution to this field of study in his seminal work,

Diffusion of Innovations.  In it, he presents a conceptual paradigm for understanding

diffusion and social change.

Rogers defines diffusion as the “process by which an innovation is

communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social

system.”  The four main elements that comprise this process are the innovation,

communication channels, time, and the social system.2  This chapter will outline these

components and examine how they affect each other and the overall process.

                                                
2 Everett Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, Fourth Edition (New York: The Free Press, 1995),  p. 10;
Rogers notes that these four main elements can be found throughout diffusion research and in every
example of innovation/diffusion.   Christensen presents a similar framework he calls the value
network—“the context within which a firm identifies and responds to customers’ needs, solved
problems, procures input, reacts to competitors, and strives for profit.”2  This is a useful concept for
examining the ways in which firms perceive the value of developing a new technology and determine
whether or not to pursue sustaining or disruptive technologies.  Christensen also discusses the fact that
“markets that do not exist cannot be analyzed” with regard to the uncertainty facing developers of
disruptive technology products. (christensen32-47)
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Figure 2-1. Diffusion Is the Process by Which (1) an Innovation (2) Is Communicated
Through Certain Channels (3) Over Time (4) Among the Members of a Social
System.3

The Innovation Process

In the process of diffusion, many key activities occur prior to the innovation of

a product.  These activities play a role in reducing uncertainty.  Six stages can be

identified, but each does not necessarily have to occur in every innovation

development process, nor proceed in the following order.

1) Need recognition

The innovation-development process begins with the recognition of a particular

need.  Definition of this need serves as the point of conception of the innovation and

                                                
3 Rogers,  p.11; This figure summarizes Rogers’ model of the diffusion process.
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stimulates a research and development process.  It is at this stage that the end users

play a critical role in the innovation process— ultimately determining how resources

will be allocated.4  The rate of diffusion depends, in part, on the extent to which needs

are accurately determined in this stage.

2) Research

Investigation takes place to address the perceived need during the research

phase.   Innovation research exists in two stages, basic research and applied research.

Basic research refers to the general pursuit of scientific knowledge.  Applied research

consists of investigations that use basic research to solve practical problems.

3) Development

Development is the process of giving form to an idea with the intention of

addressing the perceived needs of the adopters.  Research and development (R&D)

often go hand in hand, but are two distinct phases of the innovation process.  It is

critical to minimize uncertainty in the development stage by gathering data about the

performance of the innovation, competitor activity, and market expectations.  The

reduction of uncertainty during the R&D process expedites an innovation’s rate of

adoption.

                                                                                                                                             

4 Clayton Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma (Cambridge: Harvard Business School Press, 1997), p.
65; Christensen presents the theory of resource dependence, which states that “while managers may
think they control the flow of resources in their firms, in the end it is customers and investors who
dictate how money will be spent.”  He argues that a firm’s success directly relates to its ability to
understand and respond to its customers’ needs.
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4) Commercialization

Commercialization is the process by which an innovation is produced,

manufactured, packaged, marketed, and distributed to potential adopters.   It is the

point at which an idea is connected to a product or service that is ready for

consumption by the market.

5) Diffusion and Adoption

The decision regarding when an innovation should be diffused to potential

adopters is crucial.  There can be pressure to approve a product due to the urging of

investors, for example.  However, the change agency endorsing an innovation must

consider its own reputation.  These change agents determine the time to introduce an

innovation by gatekeeping, or “controlling the flow of messages through a

communication channel.”5

Five categories of innovation adopters exist on the adopter classification curve

(see figure 2-2 below.)6 These categories are Innovators, Early Adopters, Early

Majority, Late Majority, and Laggards.

                                                
5 Rogers, p.148; Rogers describes this decision process using examples that illustrate the organizational
interface between an R&D unit and a diffusion agency.

6 Rogers, p.262; Rogers’ criterion for adopter categorization was innovativeness, “the degree to which
an individual or other unit of adoption is relatively earlier in adopting new ideas than other members of a
social system.”
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Figure 2-2.  Adopter Categorization on the Basis of Innovativeness
The innovativeness dimension, as measured by the time at which an individual adopts
an innovation or innovations, is continuous.  The innovativeness variable is partitioned
into five adopter categories by laying off standard deviations from the average time of
adoption.7

These adopters play different roles in the diffusion process within the social

system.  Innovators are venturesome and willing to take risks to pursue the

development of a new idea.  Early adopters are more integrated into the larger social

system than innovators and are respected as the opinion leaders and role models by

other categories within the system.  The early majority seldom drives the adoption of

an innovation, but they represent one third of the system and serve as an important link

between the early adopters and the late majority.  They “provide interconnectedness in

                                                
7 Rogers p. 262; “This adopter classification is not symmetrical in that there are three adopter categories
to the left of the mean and only two to the right.  One solution would be to break laggards into two
categories, such as early and late laggards, but laggards seem to form a fairly homogeneous category.
Similarly, innovators and early adopters could be combined into a single category in order to achieve
symmetry, but their quite different characteristics suggest they are two distinct adopter categories.”
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the system’s interpersonal networks.”8  The late majority members are typically

skeptical of new innovations, and adopt due to increasing network pressures9 or

economic necessity.10  Laggards are the last within the system to adopt an innovation.

Their decision process regarding innovations is longer either due to a higher degree of

uncertainty about the innovation, or economic constraints.11

6) Consequences

The changes that occur within a social system as a result of the adoption or

rejection of an innovation are its consequences.  Consequences indicate whether the

innovation has been successful in addressing the perceived need.12  They are classified

according to the following dimensions: desirable vs. undesirable, direct vs. indirect,

and anticipated vs. unanticipated.13  Consequences are typically difficult to measure,

but some innovating firms have established feedback mechanisms that will be

discussed in a later chapter.

                                                
8 Rogers, p.265; Rogers presents these categories as ideal types which are “conceptualizations based on
observations of reality that are designed to make comparisons possible.”

9 Linda Garcia, Network Architecture and Place-Space Relationships: The Impact of Networking
Technologies on the Geographic Distribution of Economic Activities, p. 11.  Here Garcia discusses
Network Externalities, which she describes as, “[the addition of] another participant to a network will
likely enhance the value of the network for existing participants.”

10 Rogers, p. 265.

11 An example of economic constraints would be the digital divide.  See
http://www.digitaldividenetwork.org for more information.

12 Rogers, p. 150.

13 Rogers, p. 412.
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One consequence of technology diffusion is the degree to which the social

system maintains equilibrium across socioeconomic boundaries. 14  The digital divide

is an example of disequalibrium.

Time

The product innovation cycle time is “the time between the moment when the

window opens and the moment the first customers are satisfied.”15   The reduction of

this time can be achieved “through effective strategic planning, market research, and

technology research.”   The businesses that track competitor activity and monitor

customer needs and expectations will prevail.

An innovation, by definition, is a new idea that must gain acceptance among

users, thus creating a market.16  The rate at which innovations are adopted by

individuals depends on the innovation’s characteristics.  These characteristics include

relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, triability, and observability.

                                                
14 Rogers, p. 441; Rogers writes that “Stable equilibrium occurs when there is almost no change in the
structure or functioning of a social system.  Dynamic equilibrium occurs when the rate of change in a
social system is commensurate with the system’s ability to cope with it.  Disequalibrium occurs when
the rate of change is too rapid to permit the system to adjust.”

15 Marvin L. Patterson, Accelerating Innovation (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,, 1993), p. 2-13; Patterson
provides a detailed examination of the advantages of shorter innovation cycle time.

16 Rogers, p.11; “An innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual
or other unit of adoption.  It matters little, so far as human behavior is concerned, whether or not an idea
is objectively new as measured by the lapse of time since its first use or discovery.  The perceived
newness of the idea for the individual determines his or her reaction to it.  If the idea seems new to the
individual, it is an innovation.”
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If an innovation is perceived to provide a relative advantage over an existing

product, its rate of adoption will be more rapid.  An innovation that is compatible with

existing products or norms will be adopted more readily than one that is

incompatible.17  An innovation’s complexity, the degree to which it is considered

difficult to use and understand, affects its rate of adoption.  If potential adopters can

easily experiment with an innovation, it is said to have triability.  Visibility of an

innovation among a group of individuals can stimulate discussion and information-

sharing about the innovation.  This constitutes the product’s observability.  The degree

to which an innovation possesses these five characteristics determines its rate of

diffusion.18

There are advantages to minimizing the duration of the innovation/diffusion

cycle.  If a company engages in a continual re-innovation process, they maintain a

better capacity to track their customers’ feedback and make incremental improvements

accordingly.  The ability to introduce new products to the market frequently can also

enhance a company’s image, increase its competitiveness, and allow it to control

standards. These advantages have taken on greater relevance in the current economy

due to the increased speed of technological change.

                                                
17 Rogers, p.16; “The adoption of an incompatible innovation often requires the prior adoption of a new
value system which is a relatively slow process.”

18 Rogers, p. 15-16
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Communication Channels

Communication is the driving force of the innovation/diffusion process.  The

coordination between economic actors within the innovation-diffusion system enables

the development of successful products.19  This coordination results from the sharing

of information, or communication.   A communication channel is the “means by which

messages get from one individual to another.”20

Communication Networks

The innovation-diffusion process occurs as a result of communication between

the actors within in the system, rendering the actors interdependent.21  These

interdependencies cause the overall system to change as a result of change to any of its

components.  The addition of participants to a communication network increases the

value of the network, giving rise to positive externalities.22  Externalities are a key

factor in the diffusion of technological innovations.  They enable networks to achieve

path dependence and eventually become locked-in.23  Adopters within the system are

                                                
19 Michael Storper and Robert Salais, Worlds of Production: The Action Frameworks of the Economy
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), p. 4; Storper and Salais write, “These are frameworks of
economic action, centered on conventions among economic actors, which enable them to coordinate, in
coherent fashion, ensembles of economic practices leading to successful products.”

20 Rogers, p. 18.

21 Storper and Salais, p.45; Storper and Salais write, “The making of products generates diverse
situations of complex social activity—that is, situations founded on interdependence with other actors—
and therefore necessarily involves for each actor a diffused and radical kind of uncertainty with respect
to the performance and expectations of other actors.”

22 Garcia, p. 11.

23 Garcia, p. 12.
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likely to adopt new technologies to maintain compatibility with other users and not be

left behind.24

The structure of a network and its components determine its capabilities, which

are interdependent, and can serve to reinforce each other or require tradeoffs.25  These

capabilities include capacity, reach, density, mode, cost, versatility, flexibility, and

functionality.  Each of these plays a role in the innovation/diffusion process by

enhancing communication within a network, but a few are of particular relevance to

this thesis.

Modes of Communication

Communication occurs in three different modes including one-to-one (point-to-

point); one to many (point-to-multipoint); and many-to-many (multipoint-to-

multipoint).26  Multipoint-to-multipoint communication has changed the ways in which

information flows through a system, resulting in the changing of actors’ roles within

the system.  Mass media channels, for example, transmit messages over a mass

medium, enabling one or a few to reach many.  Interpersonal channels enable the

exchange between two or more individuals, and better facilitate the persuasion to adopt

new ideas.27

                                                
24 Garcia, p. 12.

25 Garcia, p. 15.

26 Garcia, p. 16.

27 Rogers, p. 18; Rogers identifies interpersonal communication specifically as “face-to-face”
communication, whereas this thesis will allow that definition to include one-to-one personalized
communication that does not necessarily occur in person.
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Interactive technologies, which can serve as all three modes of communication,

affect communication by altering its speed and cost, by changing the distance

information can travel over a given time period and the amount of intelligence and

functionality that can be transmitted.  They also affect the density and richness of

information flows, and the relationships and perceptions among the network’s

participants.28

Network Versatility

A communication network is versatile to the extent that it “can support a wide

range of applications and services.”29  Versatility enables a company to determine what

services to provide and methods by which to deploy them, making it a crucial factor in

reaching and understanding potential adopters.  In providing a variety of choices to

customers, a company can obtain a more comprehensive understanding of customer

needs and behavior.

Network Flexibility and Functionality

If a network is flexible, it can be easily modified and reconfigured.  Flexibility

reduces costs and facilitates competition in addition to enhancing user control.

Functionality is the extent to which a network can provide services and optimize the

efficacy of communication.  It also serves to “greatly increase users’ opportunities and

                                                                                                                                             

28 Garcia, p. 7.

29 Garcia, p. 17.
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choices.”30  Both capabilities address the concept of user control, which is a central

theme of this thesis.

                                                
30 Garcia, p. 18.
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Social System

As stated above, the diffusion of innovations takes place within a social system.

This social system is a group of actors that attempts to accomplish a common goal

through joint problem-solving.31  Two forms of structure exist within the social system:

social structure and communication structure.  Social structure represents the pattern of

social relationships that exists within a system, while communication structure

represents the pattern of communication flows within a system.32  By providing

regularity and stability to human behavior within the system, the patterns of these

structures allow human behavior to be predicted with some degree of accuracy.33  This

information serves to decrease uncertainty.

While technological innovation gives rise to uncertainty, it can also serve to

reduce uncertainty.34  Innovators are rarely certain that adopters will respond positively

to their product.  They reduce this uncertainty during the innovation’s development by

conducting research.  Technology can help innovators better anticipate the needs of

                                                
31 Rogers, p.23; These “interrelated units” may be “individuals, informal groups, organizations, and/or
subsystems.”

32 Rogers, p. 24; Rogers defines social structure as, “the patterned arrangements of the units of a system”
and communication structure as, “the differentiated elements that can be recognized in the patterned
communication flows in a system.”

33 Rogers, p. 24.

34 Rogers, p.14.
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end-users.35  Specifically, communications technologies can expedite the

communication processes by which the innovation/diffusion cycle takes place.

Social and communication structures “can facilitate or impede the diffusion of

innovations in a system.”36  The patterns exhibited by structures allow innovators to

predict, to a certain extent, how diffusion will take place within a network.  Rogers

addresses this specifically with regard to the post-production diffusion process,

whereas this thesis will examine how knowledge of social system patterns allows

innovators to better understand user needs.

Systems of diffusion can be either centralized or decentralized.  Recently,

innovations have emerged from the “operational levels of the system” and new ideas

increasingly originate at the level of the user.37   Adopters in these cases share in the

decision-making process.  This observation will play an important role in this paper, in

demonstrating how technology adopters are given the opportunity to become their own

change agents as a result of network technology. The extent to which end-users are

involved in the development process affects the speed with which the innovation is

diffused through the system.

                                                
35 Rogers, p. 14;  Rogers bases his definition of “technology” on Thomson (1967) and Eveland (1986)
“who stress the uncertainty-reduction aspect of technology, and thus the important role of information, a
view of technology that has not been widely recognized.  Technology is information and transfer is a
communication process, and so technology transfer is the communication of information (Eveland,
1986).”

36 Rogers, p. 25.

37 Rogers, p. 364-365; “Instead of coming out of formal R&D systems, innovations often bubbled up
from the operational levels of a system, with the inventing done by certain lead-users.”
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Particularly relevant to this study is a partnership model of innovation, as it

presents customer knowledge as an instrumental aspect of new product development.38

Such a partnership allows innovators to integrate user feedback into their development

process, constituting a continual reinvention process.39  Modifications are made to

specifically address user needs as determined by this feedback, thus reducing

uncertainty and ensuring higher levels of customer satisfaction and shorter diffusion

cycle time.

This thesis hypothesizes that the elements of innovation, time and the social

structure, are dependent on the communication channels within the system.

Specifically, it proposes that as communication is made more efficient by the use of

interactive technologies, level of product satisfaction increases, diffusion cycle time

decreases, and a process of decentralization occurs within the social structure.

                                                
38 Debra Amidon, Innovation Strategy for the Knowledge Economy (Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann,
1997), p. 122.

39 Rogers, p. 365; “The new ideas spread horizontally via peer networks, with a high degree of re-
invention occurring as the innovations are modified by users to fit their particular conditions.”
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Table 2-1. Conceptual Framework

* Communication Innovation Time Social Structure

Efficiency increases
as a result of
interactive
technologies

Level of product
satisfaction
increases

Diffusion cycle
time decreases

Shifts from
centralized to
decentralized ,
putting more
control in the hands
of the end users
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Chapter Three: The Role of the User

The concept of innovation originating at the end user is certainly not new.  In

an effort to reduce uncertainty, innovators typically attempt to address the needs of the

end users in order to assure a higher level of customer satisfaction. Product developers

have traditionally employed methods that range from individual conversations through

focus groups and surveys.

This chapter will provide an overview of methods employed by innovators to

include end users in the innovation process.  These methods include focus groups,

participatory design, social learning, and other customer need assessment techniques.

Each of these methods employs user input to a differing degree, constituting a

spectrum of user involvement in the innovation development process.

Customers as a Source of Knowledge

In this era of increasing options and product choices, it is becoming evermore

important to determine user needs.  To acquire and/or maintain a competitive

advantage, companies must rely on user input to guide their product development

processes.  The degree to which they address user needs affects the product’s success

in the marketplace and rate of diffusion.

The decreasing duration of product life cycles requires that Research and

Development (R&D) efforts yield a steady stream of innovative and profitable ideas.

This requirement is causing firms to rediscover the value of their relationships with
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customers.40  Thus, many innovative firms have initiated need-assessment mechanisms

that are rooted in collaboration with customers.

Focus Groups

Focus groups are one technique companies have used to gather user feedback.

A focus group is an informal gathering of users who share opinions regarding a

particular product or topic.41  Focus group interviews “can be applied at any time in the

development process” of communication products and services.  This method is used

to “perform a market analysis, a user needs and requirements analysis, to communicate

with target users about design concepts, ideas, and prototypes, and to investigate users'

views when the application is already in use.”42  Th best time to use this technique,

however, is early in the development process.

Typically, 6-12 participants engage in the focus group meeting over the course

of 1.5-2 hours.43  A moderator maintains focus while still allowing spontaneous, free-

flowing discussion to take place as well. The purpose of focus group interviews is not

consensus building, but rather on “obtaining a range of opinions from a representative

set of target users about quality of use issues.”44  The moderator attempts to extract

different points of view from each user.  The results of focus group interviews can be

                                                
40 Amidon, p. 121.

41 Frequently Asked Questions about User Validation: Focus Groups, in Baseline.  Available at
http://www.uss.ie/hfrg/baseline/focus.html.

42 http://www.uss.ie/hfrg/baseline/focus.html

43 http://www.uss.ie/hfrg/baseline/focus.html
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used as a platform on which to build  hypotheses for further evaluation, including both

qualitative and quantitative methods such as questionnaires.45

In the development of interactive technologies, focus groups can be used to

determine what users want from the product prior to its development.46  They provide

the opportunity to address questions that can guide the process.  After the product is in

development however, focus groups become less effective.  Interactive technologies

are typically experienced on an individual basis.  Participants rarely get the opportunity

to explore these products on their own when in a group situation, making any testing

less efficient.  Additionally, participants often think they need one feature and upon

testing the product, find they need another.47

Participatory Design

The notion of participatory design conceptualizes the “ideal [interactive product

development] project as one that encourages the users-to-be in an organization to

decide themselves how to develop their work by means of new computer support.”48

This collaboration is of utmost importance, as previously stated, because there is a

                                                                                                                                             
44 http://www.uss.ie/hfrg/baseline/focus.html
45 http://www.uss.ie/hfrg/baseline/focus.html.

46 Jakob Nielsen, The Use and Misuse of Focus Groups, available at
http://www.useit.com/papers/focusgroups.html.

47 http://www.useit.com/papers/focusgroups.html.

48 Douglas Schuler and Aki Namioka, eds.  Cooperative Design: Techniques and experiences from the
Scandanavian Scene.  In Participatory Design: principles and practices, (Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, 1993),
p. 57; See for further information on participatory design.
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direct relationship between user participation in the design process and the overall

satisfaction of the end product.

When designing an interface for an interactive product, it is important to

observe and understand the use situation, or how the computer is used.49  The attention

to this situation places the practice and habits of the user at the starting point for the

design and development process.  This concept will be relevant to the later discussion

of the development of interactive products for emerging technologies such as

interactive television.

Social Learning

Social learning is the process by which the end-users of a product are integral

to its innovation and diffusion.  It goes beyond the development and diffusion of

technology and content to include the “creation of new knowledge, regulations,

expectations, institutions, and cultural norms.”50   For the purpose of the thesis, the

concept of social learning is useful for understanding how the observation of consumer

behavior can be used to reduce uncertainty in the innovation process.

The concept of social learning emerged from the work of cognitive

psychologist Albert Bandura, who wrote:

from observing others one forms an idea of how new behaviors are performed,
and on later occasions this coded information serves as a guide for action.

                                                
49 Schuler and Namioka, p. 158.

50 James Stewart, Human and Social Factors of ITV, available at
www.itvnews.com/research/tvand1.htm.
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Because people can learn from example what to do, at least in approximate
form, before performing any behavior, they are spared needless errors.51

Although Bandura developed this concept based on his observations of the assertive

behavior patterns of children, the concept of social learning has been extended to other

disciplines as well.

Existing research shows that social learning is a valuable approach to both

innovation and diffusion.  For example, Rogers relates social learning52 to the diffusion

of innovation by explaining how communication between individuals can cause

changes in their behavior.  He also notes that further examination of social learning

from a diffusion perspective “might provide greater attention to time as a variable in

behavior change.”53

Social learning has become an interesting lens through which to examine the

new innovation environment with regard to interactive technologies.  As an analytical

framework of socio-technical change that “includes an integration of end users in the

innovation and diffusion process,”54  social learning provides an extended vision of the

innovation/diffusion process that places end users in a pivotal role.

The openness of the Internet has affected the innovation of interactive products.

This alternative innovation environment requires a change in approach to management

                                                
51 Albert Bandura, Social Learning Theory, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1977), p.22.

52 Rogers, p. 330; Rogers grounds his discussion of social learning in the Bandura’s work.

53 Rogers, p. 331.
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that can “account for the large number of actors, especially the end users in shaping the

technology, content, and it’s uses.”55  The shift in influence over innovation also

reflects the fact that a key element lies in the way that television and Internet users are

appropriating existing technologies.

Company-Customer Partnership

The relationship between innovators and users has evolved over time to include several

different arrangements.  Innovation strategist and knowledge management specialist

Debra Amidon has characterized different kinds of innovator-customer relationships in

terms of three categories— sales, relationship, and partnership.  The progression

through these models (see figure 3-1) illustrates an increasing degree of customer

involvement.  It also leads into the concept of Mass Customization which will be

discussed in a later chapter.

The sales model focuses on reaching a broad base of customers through

traditional, linear interaction.  The relationship model shifts the focus toward

addressing market requests.56  The partnership model, which is most relevant to this

thesis, includes customer interaction as an integral part of strategy formation.57

                                                                                                                                             
54 James Stewart, Human and Social Factors of ITV, available at
www.itvnews.com/research/tvand1.htm.

55 Stewart. p. 3.

56 Amidon, p. 122.

57 Amidon, p. 122.
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Progressive partnership models depend on learning environments that balance a

company’s strategic intent and market demand.58

                                                
58 Amidon, p. 122.
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Figure 3-1. Contrast of Company-Customer Relationship Models59

Sales Model Relationship Model Partnership Model

Vision Purpose Mission Strategic Intent

Strategy Product-Push Market-Pull Balanced Product/Market

Management Data Based Information Based Knowledge Based

Communication Top Down Up/Down Network Learning

Focus Stove Pipes Cooperation Collaboration

Interaction Traditional Planned Symbiotic

Value Product as Capital Finance as Capital Knowledge as Capital

Measure Customer Retention Customer Satisfaction Customer Success

Technology and Knowledge Proliferation

Companies use sophisticated database and interactive technologies to develop

personalized relationships with customers.  These relationships can prove to be strong

customer retention and loyalty-building tools.  “Ritz-Carlton, which maintains a profile

of each hotel guest, and Levi’s, which now tailors the fit of its popular blue jeans to the

                                                
59 Amidon, p. 123
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needs of the individual, are strong examples of this approach.”60  These relationships

represent a symbiotic relationship between company and customer in which both

parties benefit substantially.

Interactive technologies facilitate these relationships by enabling multipoint-to-

multipoint communication among global participants.  This type of communication is

becoming increasingly important as markets become global and more diverse.  The

Internet in particular enables a global exchange of knowledge and ideas at low cost.

Some companies have adopted a partnership model by establishing in-house

research labs to ensure the highest level of customer knowledge acquisition and

understanding.  This model relies on a networked learning scenario to assess emergent

user needs and markets.61

Trends of Organizational Change

Companies are implementing a variety of strategic knowledge-gathering

mechanisms as customer focus becomes essential to their competitiveness and survival.

For example, office environment manufacturer Steelcase employed some of its leading

customers as research sites.62  Their multidisciplinary teams engaged in a mutual,

                                                
60 Britton Manasco, Rediscovering Our Customers and the Knowledge They Posess, from Knowledge
Inc. 1, no.4 (August 1996), Available at http://www.webcom.com/quantera/empires4.html.

61 Amidon, p. 123.

62 Amidon, p. 128.
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reciprocal learning process they called “knowledge infrastructure engineering” to

develop office workspaces that improved productivity.63

Nortel Networks successfully implemented a customized, team-based

innovation process called Integrated Product Introduction (IPI) that includes integral

involvement of customers.  The process has yielded a 42-50% reduction in time-to-

market.64  Through five stages of development from design to deployment, Nortel

executes a user-driven innovation process that builds trust and places human factors

above the technology itself.65

Consulting firms have also established customer loyalty practices, and, in some

cases, have formed alliances to do so.  Renaissance Strategy Group and KPMG

developed the Balanced Scorecard which examines customer innovation and

learning.66  Ernst & Young established a Center for Business Innovation, which

enables companies to participate in research activities that include, “Knowledge

Transfer; Putting Knowledge into Business Strategy; Knowledge Processes and Work

Practices; Knowledge Creativity and Innovation; and more.”67

                                                
63 Amidon, p. 129

64 Amidon, p. 130

65 Amidon, p. 131.

66 Amidon, p. 131.

67 Amidon, p. 131.
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IBM’s User-Centered Design

IBM’s User-Centered Design (UCD) approach enables the company to increase

the “ease of use” of its products through multidisciplinary teamwork based on the

feedback of users.68  This approach evolved out of a human-factors organization that

has existed previously within IBM.69  The five core principles of UCD are:

understanding users, designing the total user experience with a multidisciplinary team,

evaluating designs regularly, assessing competitiveness, and managing for users.70 (see

box 3-1)

                                                
68 Karel Vredenburg, et. al.,  Getting Rapid and Representative User Input Using the Web,
http://www.internettg.org/newsletter/sep98/isensee.html

69 Vredenburg; “A human factors organization was first established at IBM over four decades ago and
various usability and human-factors methods have been used over the years.  A new approach, IBM’s
version of UCD, was developed in the early 1990’s.  Based initially on Norman and Draper’s seminal
work on user-centered system design, IBM’s UCD approach also incorporated key ideas from Hamel
and Prehalad’s work on Strategic Intent, Wiklund’s summary of current industry practice, and an
assessment of four decades worth of IBM usability/human factors experience.  The approach continues
to evolve.  It has incorporated ideas from recent literature, such as Soloway and Pryor’s learner-centered
design ideas, from IBM project teams via the company’s UCD Advisory Council, and from industry
peers via conferences and standards organizations.”

70 Vredenburg.
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Box 3-1.71

Set business goals.  Determining the target market, intended users, and primary competition is central to
all design and user participation.

Understand users.  A commitment to understand and involve the intended user is essential to the design
process. If you want a user to understand your product, you must first understand the user.

Assess competitiveness.  Superior design requires ongoing awareness of the competition and its
customers. Once you understand your users' tasks, you must test those same tasks against competitive
alternatives and compare their results with yours.

Design the total user experience.  Everything a user sees and touches is designed together by a
multidisciplinary team. This includes the way a product is advertised, ordered, bought, packaged,
maintained, installed, administered, documented, upgraded and supported.

Evaluate designs.  User feedback is gathered early and often, using prototypes of widely ranging fidelity,
and this feedback drives product design and development.

Manage by continual user observation.  Throughout the life of the product, continue to monitor and
listen to your users, and let their feedback inform your responses to market changes and competitive
activity.

The UCD team solicits user participation using a Web-based recruiting survey

and providing incentives including contests to win computer equipment.72  The

flexibility, low cost, and fast rate of response make the Web an extremely useful

vehicle for reaching a large and dispersed worldwide audience.  It also makes it

“possible to monitor (with users’ knowledge and consent) key behaviors with the

product and capture context-rich information about particular events.”73

                                                
71 User-Centered Design Principles, available at http://www-
3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/13.

72 User-Centered Design Principles, available at http://www-
3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/13

73 User-Centered Design Principles, available at http://www-
3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/13.
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Participants assist in the development process by testing prototypes, which can

exist as rough sketches or appear to be finished.74  Their reactions and behaviors are

recorded and analyzed, and their comments help designers to determine what changes

need to be made.  The design then goes into a “cycle of modification and re-testing

until it meets functional and usability criteria.”75  At this point a re-invention process

begins, and

a pre-release, or beta, version of the product may be constructed and distributed to a restricted
set of users for their evaluation. Unlike the test prototypes, this version should have all the
function planned for the actual product. It also can contain extra software to record usage
information, such as how often the users refer to Help or run into problems with the product.
The information gathered from users of the beta release can help the UCD team fine-tune the
product for its formal release.76

The UCD approach has been extremely successful in increasing ease-of-use of

IBM’s interactive technology products.77  Its integration of customers into the

innovation process represents a shift in organizational strategy and product

development among progressive companies.  The following chapters will present case

studies that illustrate varying degrees of user involvement in the development of

interactive products that reflect the spectrum presented above.

                                                
74 What is User-Centered Design?, available at http://www-3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/2

75 What is User-Centered Design?, available at http://www-3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/2

76 What is User-Centered Design?, available at http://www-3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/2

77 What is User-Centered Design?, available at http://www-3.ibm.com/ibm/easy/eou_ext.nsf/Publish/2
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Chapter Four: Personalization and Mass Customization of Internet Products

The “system of mass production, mass media, and mass marketing, is being

replaced by a totally new paradigm, a one-to-one economic system.”78  This prediction

characterizes the near future as one of customized production, personalized media, and

one-to-one marketing that will fundamentally alter business practices and strategy.79

Online products and e-commerce ventures are already becoming increasingly tailored

to individual needs, changing the ways in which consumers access information and

interact with product vendors and suppliers.

This chapter will begin by presenting a framework for understanding

specialization versus standardization in production.  It will then relate the concepts to

contemporary business activity with regard to interactive technologies.  Finally, it will

offer an exploration of features offered by Amazon.com, which allows users to

exercise control over the product they are presented with using personalization

techniques.  These techniques include collaborative filtering and sophisticated

recommendation engines.

Mass Production to Mass Customization

                                                
78 Don Peppers and Martha Rogers, Ph.D.  The One to One Future: Building Relationships One
Customer at a Time (New York: Currency Doubleday, 1997), p. 4; Peppers and Rogers write of a
“paradigm shift—a discontinuity in the otherwise steady march of business progress.”  They use the fax
machine and the automobile as historical examples.

79 Peppers and Rogers,  p. 5.
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The increasing speed of the diffusion process has caused companies to realize

that their products must have “qualities that provide some kind of advantage in the face

of rapid imitation by potential competitors.”80  Thus, it is crucial that companies

innovate with range, flexibility, and speed.  Storper and Salais write that these

“economies of variety over time depend on the ability of a specialized production

system to generate a changing array of outputs in its product field, so it can outrun the

catch-up effect from ever more rapid imitation and convergent productivity levels.”81

Internet products reflect the convergence of two worlds of production-- the

Interpersonal World and the Industrial World.82  (See Figure 4-1.)  In the interpersonal

model of specialized and dedicated products, the desires of users play a key role.  The

success of the relationship between users and producers depends on the level of

confidence and trust.  The industrial world, however, defines products as

interchangeable objects that can be appropriated by customers.83  Mass production

systems fall into this category, which yields generic, standardized products.

                                                
80 Storper and Salais, p. 7.

81 Storper and Salais, p. 8.

82 Storper and Salais, p. 20; Storper and Salais refer to worlds of production as “the coherent patterns of
coherence and agreement” among actors in an economic system.  They name four worlds of
production— The Interpersonal World, The Market World, The Industrial World, and The World of
Intellectual Resources.

83 Storper and Salais, p. 21.
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Figure 4-1.  Possible Worlds of Production.84
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84 Storper and Salais, p. 33.
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  Standardization and specialization correspond to two elements of economic

theory, economies of scale and economies of variety.85  Economies of scale reflect the

production of standardized products, while economies of variety refers to the inverse—

the range of products produced for individual consumption.86  But, as new media

technologies emerge, customization and personalization features are becoming the

norm and, in a sense, enabling the mass production of specialized products,

This paradox of production results from the combination of the benefits of both

the interpersonal and industrial models.  Typically, specialized products are difficult to

produce in large quantities, as they require different processes of production and are

more costly to produce.  For this reason, mass production has always resulted in

generic products, which do not address specific user needs on an individual basis.

Specialized products, however, are created for each individual demand.87

The producer-consumer relationship differs according to which type of

products are produced.88

In a world of standardized products, the consumer considers all producers
making the same standardized product as roughly equivalent; in a world of
specialized products, however, the consumer has a kind of ex ante uncertainty
with respect to the different producers’ products: an  uncertainty about whether
he has correctly identified his own needs and about whether the product
ordered will satisfy them.89

                                                
85 Storper and Salais, p. 31.

86 Storper and Salais, p. 31.

87 Storper and Salais, p. 29.

88 Storper and Salais, p.31.

89 Storper and Salais, p. 31.
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The Internet, as discussed in a previous chapter, reduces uncertainty, thus making

consumers more confident in their choices.  The interpersonal world requires that the

producers and consumers have a relationship of some kind to reduce uncertainty.

The reduction in uncertainty occurs as a result of communication.  Producers

and users progressively acquire, through experience with one another, “something like

a common language that can be pressed into service to define products and describe the

nature of the the other’s actions.”  Interactive technologies enable the convention of

two-way communication.90

Interactive Technologies and Personalization

Consumers in the Internet age have an increasingly significant effect on the

products they use online.  Many venues include mechanisms by which end-users can

customize and personalize the content and services offered.  Portals, news sites, and e-

commerce ventures, including Yahoo!, CNN, and Amazon.com, have adopted this

practice to provide greater quality to their customers’ experience and to gain

knowledge about their habits.

                                                
90 Storper and Salais, p. 16; Storper and Salais define convention as, “attempts to order the economic
process in a way that allows production and exchange to take place according to expectations which
define efficiency.  Conventions resemble ‘hypotheses’ formulated by persons with respect to the
relationship between their actions and the actions of those on whom they must depend to realize a goal.
When interactions are reproduced again and again in similar situations, and when particular courses of
action have proved successful, they become incorporated in routines and we then tend to forget their
initially hypothetical character.  Conventions thus become an intimate part of the history incorporated in
behaviors.”
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Personalization features allow users to control what information is presented to

them by requiring them to submit personal preferences during a registration process or

by tracking their activity.  Sites that offer this degree of functionality use the data to

drive targeted marketing campaigns and improve customer experience.

Benefits and Drawbacks of Personalization

Customers perceive personalization techniques in both positive and negative

ways.  This perception depends on the degree to which customers feel they are in

control of their experience.91 A recent study showed that 90 percent of consumers

polled value a broad range of choice in their online experiences over personalization

that is more controlled by the vendor.92   Consumers appreciate types of

personalization that allow them to design their own webpages, control the information

and content that is presented to them, search for specific information and link to other

sites that interest them.93

Consumers benefit from personalization by saving time in navigating through

content and options.  This factor is one of the top reasons why the Internet has become

a primary source for shopping and news gathering.  Additionally, personalization

                                                
91 Laurie Windham with Ken Orton, The Soul of the New Consumer: The Attitudes, Behaviors, and
Preferences of e-Customers (New York: Allworth Press, 2000), p. 119.

92 Windham, p. 120.

93 Windham; Windham writes that “economies of variety” refers to making many products at the same
time.
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broadens consumers’ exposure to products and information online.94  See Box 4-1

below for some effective uses of personalization.

Box 4-1.  The Effective Uses of Personalization95

Moderator: What are some examples when personalization has been effective?
Consumer: Egghead allows you to customize the content that appears on your opening page if

you’re interested in a specific type of merchandise.  It’s a great feature.
Consumer: Dell’s premier sites are a good example of site customization that works well.  When I

enter the site, it tells me very quickly what I’ve ordered from them over the last few
years, so I know what I should add on to my current order.

Moderator: What is it that you like about personalization?
Consumer: Customized content gives the appearance of personal attention.  Whenever the

customer has that perception, it creates a better relationship between buyer and seller.
Consumer: I like getting recommendations about what other people have liked who have bought

similar things as me.  I found myself being exposed to some new and pretty neat stuff
that way.  But I want the option of when I go there and how it is presented to me.

Consumer: I use a travel site that provides me with pricing updates via e-mail base on vacation-
preference information I have given them, and I love it.  I wish other sites did that for
me.

Personalization can, however, exhibit negative aspects as well.  Some

companies use personalization solely to execute targeted marketing campaigns.  In

gathering personal information from customers without providing additional

convenience and control, these companies risk alienating them, and causing them to

feel that their privacy has been invaded.96

As previously mentioned, targeted marketing efforts can expose customers to

products they might otherwise have missed.  However, they can also have negative

                                                
94 Windham, p. 121.

95 This focus group transcript comes from the Cognitiative’s Q4 1999 and Q1 2000 Puls of the Customer
research series.  Approximately one thousands Web consumers participated in the study.  See Windham
p. 291 for more information.

96 Windham, p. 122.
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effects if they are not well executed.  Companies that are not focused enough in their

offers, and that do not provide enough user control can actually limit the options

presented to customers, making them feel that they have missed something.97  See Box

4-2 for the negative aspects of personalization.

Box 4-2.  The Negative Aspects of Personalization98

Moderator: What don’t you like about the concept of personalization?
Consumer: I don’t want a Web site to hold my hand as I wade through information—that would

really turn me off.f
Consumer: It feels like Big Brother all the time.  Nothing is sacred anymore.  Nothing is private.
Consumer: I feel like asking, “Why do you want to know?  Why are you asking me that?”
Moderator: What are some of the ways that companies could do a better job with personalization?
Consumer: It’d be nice if the site could somehow figure out that a visitor wasn’t interested in a

certain type of content or offer, and stop offering it.
Consumer: If I could turn it on just for one product that would be fine.  But instead I get

information on too many products that I don’t care about.
Consumer: Sometimes a site will ask me for personal information too early in the process, before

I’ve even decided that I might shop there.  That turns me off real fast.

From the evidence above, it is clear that trust is a key factor in the success of a

personalization strategy.  Companies must therefore offer customers the choice of

whether or not they want to relinquish personal data upon registration that might be

used in subsequent targeted marketing efforts.  The “best-positioned companies going

                                                                                                                                             

97 Windham, p. 123.

98 This focus group transcript comes from the Cognitiative’s Q4 1999 and Q1 2000 Puls of the Customer
research series.  Approximately one thousands Web consumers participated in the study.  See Windham
p. 291 for more information.
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forward will be those that accommodate and respect the privacy concerns of their

users, enabling a shift of control from the company to the consumer.”99

                                                
99 Windham, p. 125; Windham and Orton do an exemplary job of weighing the pros and cons of
personalization on the Internet.  For additional information on the subject, see David Shapiro, The
Control Revolution: How the Internet is Putting Individuals in Charge and Changing the World We
Know (New York: The Century Foundation, 1999)
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Amazon.com

Businesses that engage in personalization strategies must strike a balance

between exposing their customers to new and relevant products without being

unfocused, too focused, or invading their privacy.  Online bookseller and shopping

mall Amazon.com has successfully achieved a balance between commerce and

convenience and continues to revolutionize the personalization industry.  Founder and

Chief Executive Officer Jeff Bezos has stated, “If we want to have 20 million

customers, then we want to have a million stores.”100

Amazon employs knowledge acquisition mechanisms that proliferate

information and maintain comprehensive user profiles.  These tools enable the

company to suggest topics and products that are relevant to each individual user.

Consumers are therefore exposed to information they might not have otherwise

encountered, and Amazon is more likely to sell the products because they directly

reflect the consumers’ interests.

Once established, an Amazon customer’s profile becomes more detailed with

every mouse click.  Each item or page viewed is fed back into the system, affecting

how information is presented on future pages.  According to Bezos, the profiles are

then compared with those of other customers:

Amazon.com records what a shopper purchases and then matches the
acquisitions to the aggregated purchases of other shoppers who have bought
similar products.  By comparing what an individual shopper has purchased to

                                                
100 Marc Ferranti, Amazon’s Bezos: Personalization is Key on the Net, from PC World Malta.  Available
at http://www.bms.com.mt/news/2000/Jun/281.htm.
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aggregates of what shoppers with apparently similar tastes have purchased,
Amazon.com has come up with, for example, a “new for you” feature.  The
features can suggest, for instance, that based on a certain book purchase a
shopper might like a certain newly released music compact disc.101

The “new for you” feature appears on the home page, where books and videos are

recommended based on a customers’ past purchases.

A “quick pick” recommendation is also featured on the home page,

highlighting one suggestion based on past purchases as well as one new product.  For

instance, the company “recently highlighted the Clint Eastwood movie ‘Unforgiven’

for one customer and Aimee Mann’s ‘Bachelor No.2’ album to another customer

instead of the book ‘Flags of Our Fathers,’ which was suggested as a Father’s Day gift

to visitors who had not previously registered with the site.”102  This feature was

originally an experiment conducted by the company’s personalization and discovery

group.

The Wish List

Another way Amazon obtains customer profile data is by encouraging its users

to register a wish list.  The wish list feature allows customers to maintain an online

database of books and products they would like to own.  Customers notify friends and

family members who can access the list and make purchases that are recorded in the

database.  This feature helps Amazon benefit from network externalities by bringing

                                                
101 Ferranti.

102 Troy Wolverton, Amazon, Others Add Personal Touch to Home Pages, for CNET.  Available at
http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1007-200-2073398.html.
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new users to the site.  Once new customers have used the wish list to shop for a friend,

they are likely to set up a wish list of their own.103

The Page You Made

 The page you made is a feature that makes use of Amazon’s user-feedback

system by keeping track of recently viewed items.  As customers browse the site, they

are prompted by a link in the margin to “visit the page you made,” which collects those

viewed items, along with suggested items.  The page changes continually according to

customer activity, and can be turned off at any time or saved for future reference.  The

data used to construct the page expires after a few days.

Reviews and Ratings

Amazon’s feedback system allows customers to submit reviews and ratings

about its products that are displayed online.  When viewing a listing for a product,

customers are presented with user reviews and ratings of the product at the bottom of

the page.  In addition to being able to rate the products, customers can also provide

feedback about the reviews themselves.  The most helpful reviewers are indicated by

stars next to their names, and customers can sort reviews according to these rankings.

Amazon encourages customers to participate in the reviews and ratings system by

offering incentives such as discounts, as well as the distinction that comes with being a

highly-rated contributor to the site.

                                                
103 This form of network externalities is often categorized as viral marketing.  Many online venues take
advantage of the Internet’s “spread-the-word” capabilities including e-vite, which allows users to
manage guest lists and send invitations over the internet, and online newspapers, which increasingly
invite readers to “send this article to a friend.”  See washingtonpost.com for example.
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Friends and Favorites

The most active reviewers are also featured in the Friends and Favorites

section of the site, where customers can locate people with similar interests.  They can

use this feature to see what like-minded people have read and recommended, in

addition to viewing their friends’ recommendations.  Customers can also engage in

discussions with other customers about books they have read or music they have

listened to.

The Amazon Community

The notion of a merchant getting to know customers and introducing them to

one another is, according to Bezos, “a return to yesterday.  In a sense, what technology

has taken away from us is the ability for small-town merchants to make

recommendations.  But that what technology has taken away, maybe over time,

technology can return.”104

Amazon customers are continually influencing the information they are

presented with on an individual basis, whether it is by using features such as the wish

list and the page you made or just browsing click by click.  But they are also able to

influence the information presented to other users by writing and/or rating customer

reviews.  This level of involvement makes users part of a community and increases

their satisfaction with the experience.  As they express their satisfaction to other

members of their social system, Amazon.com as a product itself, and the products it
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sells, diffuse through the market.  Amazon is a unique example of an e-commerce

venture that through facilitating community, has grown to become a social system in

and of itself.

Amazon also serves as an example of how personalization efforts can be

successful when well executed to maximize user control and benefit the vendor

simultaneously.  Amazon customers are given several tools with which they can

exercise unprecedented control over the product they are presented with online.  This

personalized experience represents one way in which an end product can be developed

as a result of a symbiotic relationship between the two parties.

                                                                                                                                             
104 Ferranti.
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Chapter Five: The Role of the User in the Development of Emerging Interactive

Technologies

The Internet is rapidly becoming accessible on devices other than the PC.

These alternative networked devices include mobile phones, television, personal digital

assistants (PDA’s), game consoles and domestic appliances.  Recent studies show that,

despite the lack of detail about the their functionality, there is a rising consumer

demand for these devices.105

These devices do, however, incorporate interactivity and Internet access, which

has become familiar to consumers and developers alike. While developers may be

unable to anticipate how these devices will be appropriated, they can gain insight into

the possibilities from observing Internet consumption behavior.  For instance, media

companies have begun to use the interactivity of the web to give people more power

over what they see on the screen and to connect them to people who are having the

same experience.

Chapter Four discussed how Internet communication allows users to exercise

post-production control over the information products they consume online using

various personalization mechanisms.  This chapter will discuss how Internet

consumption habits are being used to better understand user needs with regard to

emerging technologies.  In particular, it will discuss how current consumer behavior is

                                                
105 Alternative Internet Devices: Will Western Europeans Surf from the Sofa?  From the Industry
Standard Research Reports.  The study referenced was conducted across Europe by the Yankee Group
and published October 1, 2000.  It indicated that “without any substantial detal on what experience these
devices would deliver, early demand is present.”
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driving innovation of interactive television and next generation wireless technologies.

It will conclude by examining how these developments represent a significant

evolution of the users’ role in the development process.

Uncertainty Surrounding Emerging Technologies

As discussed in chapter two, product developers often face uncertainty in their

research and development efforts.  This uncertainty is even greater in the case of

emerging technology products, making communication between developers and

consumers a crucial element.106  The multipoint-to-multipoint mode of communication

enabled by interactive technology makes this communication more efficient and

accurate.  Thus, user behaviors are easier to observe, and user needs become clearer.

Interactive Television

Interactive television (ITV) has been on the horizon for decades.  However,

“after millions of dollars spent, and many pilots and service closures, most

[consumers] are still no closer to having [it]” in their homes.107  The main challenge to

its development has been major uncertainty about the relevance of interactivity for

television content.  Television is typically a collectively viewed, passive medium,

                                                                                                                                             

106 Rogers, p. 138; Rogers writes, “the innovation-development process is, most of all, driven by the
exchange of technical information in the face of a high degree of uncertainty.”

107 Stewart.
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making the possibility of interactivity seemingly incompatible.108  Internet audiences

have already been shown to be very different from their predecessors, who were

“spoon-[fed] a passive viewer story from start to finish.” 109  These challenges make

determining user needs for ITVmost difficult.

Today, however, the adoption and diffusion of the Internet have yielded

newfound knowledge of how people use interactive technologies in general, bringing

promise back to the realm of ITV.  Furthermore, recent studies show that a growing

number of people are watching TV and using the Internet simultaneously, often

participating in web sites, chats or communities that relate to what they are watching

on television.110

Thus, there is a substantial rise in activity among content providers to create

synergies between television and the web.  As the Internet becomes a key strategic

element of TV and cable networks, there is an increasing need to understand the

interplay between the two media.  Today, the majority of television programming is

supplemented by an Internet presence of some kind.  It is a relatively easy task to find

a program’s air schedule, cast information, and/or episode descriptions on the

network’s website.  Some programs, however, have begun to use the Internet to further

develop televised content, to amplify viewer loyalty, and for cross promotion purposes.

                                                
108 Stewart.

109 Stewart.

110 Nielsen Media Research, TV Viewing in Internet Households, May, 1999.
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This cross-media consumption could play a pivotal role in the long-awaited ITV

revolution.

Cross-Media Consumers

The people who engage in the behavior described above are often referred to as

telewebbers or swivel potatoes.  According to an annual study conducted for the

Showtime Network: Approximately 25 million households simultaneously used online

services and watched television in January 2000 (up 39% from 18 million in 1999).

During that same period there was a 36% increase in the number of households with

online access (to 45 million) and a 22% increase in the number of households with PCs

(to 55 million).111  “Over half the people log on to the Internet during the hours of 5pm

and 10pm,”112 which overlaps significantly with prime time television programming.

Teens constitute the majority of the telewebber community with 48%.  Young

people of all kinds are increasingly comfortable with cutting-edge, computer-based

technologies like computer games and digital music.113  This demographic is key to the

innovation of technological products, because teens are typically perceived as early

adopters.  By observing them, developers gain insight into the ways in which new

technologies will eventually be received and used by the majority adopter audience.

                                                
111 Nielsen Media Research, TV Viewing in Internet Households, May, 1999.

112 Nielsen Media Research.  “TV Viewing in Internet Households.” May, 1999.

113 Michel Marriot, Merging TV With the Internet from New York Times Online, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/09/28/technology/28MTVV.html.
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Box 5-1: Cross-Media Consumption Statistics

Groups using the Internet and watching
television at the same time:

• 48% of teens
• 30% adults 18-49
• 15% adults over 50
• 

Co-usage occurs in:

• News 31%
• Sitcoms 30%
• Sports 30%

The Promise of Interactive Television

A study by the Strategis Group forecasts that active usage of ITV will exceed

41 million households.114 "As operators continue to upgrade their networks to digital

and interactive capability, and content providers prepare for widespread deployment of

interactive products and services, the pieces are being put in place to take ITV

mainstream in the coming years.”115

Several companies have invested in ITV technologies and are trying to secure

access to cable and satellite markets worldwide.  Major players including OpenTV,

Microsoft, and AOL Time Warner, are diversifying their technologies in hopes of

becoming the standard platform.116  Microsoft’s WebTV has already been introduced

                                                
114 Interactive TV: Platforms, Content and Services, Strategis Group, October 2000, available at
http://strategis.commnow.com/action.lasso?-database=reports&-layout=main&-response=detail.lasso&-
recordID=32894&-search

115 Interactive TV Market Remains Complex, from Cyber Atlas, available at
http://cyberatlas.internet.com/big_picture/hardware/article/0,,5921_489511,00.html.

116 Ben Hammer, Interactive Wait-and-See TV, from The Industry Standard.  Available at
http://www.thestandard.com/article/0,1902,13588,00.html.
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to the market and has acquired one million subscribers, but does not appear to be

gaining momentum.117  The merger of AOL and Time Warner, however, “could prove

to be the catalyst required to spark widespread roll out of interactive television.”118

The company’s now-combined resources and worldwide Internet subscriber base of 22

million position the media giant to reach homes in significant volume.119

ITV has the potential to revolutionize the way consumers use their

televisions—they will “be able to order products, access information, get movies and

chat with friends with the click of a remote."120

The emphasis in most of the new systems is on letting users modify an existing
program, either by superimposing text over the picture -- like a baseball player's
statistics -- or by changing the image itself, letting the user decide, for instance,
when to jump to an instant replay. Some systems, like the AOLTV service
[offered by] America Online, also realize that people already like to watch TV
and talk about it at the same time, so they are splitting screens between
programs and chat rooms about the programs.121

Early stages of this scenario are visible in many Internet sites that serve as companion

content to television programming.  Many people are multitasking, reflecting a sort of

                                                
117 Lowell Conn, Merger Could Make Interactive Television Click, from edmontonjournal.com.
Available at http://www.edmontonjournal.com/technology1/stories/001012/467055.html.

118 Conn.

119 Conn.  See also Saul Hansel, AOL-Time Warner Rivals Preparing for Interactive TV Fight from the
New York Times.  Available at http://www.nytimes.com/2000/09/11/technology/11TUBE.html.

120 Conn.

121 Conn.
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“behavioral convergence,” through which people act “as if their media platforms have

already converged even though the technology isn't there yet.”122

Developers can learn from these observations of cross-media consumption

behavior and the conditions under which it occurs.  They can experiment with the

content and technology already in widespread use, to continually innovate in an

environment completely different than that in which earlier systems were developed.123

Users are adopting systems and creating content while producers are developing new

products.  The interaction between the two will have a significant effect on the

innovation process.  Developers are “trying to hit a moving target, and must

continually incorporate changing user led innovation into new systems.”124

Next Generation Wireless Devices

Wireless devices including cellular telephones and personal digital assistants

are becoming increasingly ubiquitous.  As Internet platforms including Wireless

Access Protocol (WAP) and i-mode emerge, it is becoming increasingly important for

service providers to understand the needs of wireless data users.125  Wireless users are

realizing that wireless Internet access “would serve a very functional and convenient

                                                
122 Marriot.

123 Stewart.

124 Stewart.

125 Wireless Internet Devices: From Phones to the Future, from the Shoestock Group, available at
http://www.shosteck.com/studies/devices.htm.
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purpose for getting information when they’re away from their home or office.”126

Wireless services no longer refers only to voice communications.  Today’s wireless

carriers provide a variety of services including online transactions, and comparison

shopping.127  Existing devices can serve as knowledge-gathering gateways to future

Internet devices.  Additionally, third generation wireless devices are on the horizon and

are predicted to fundamentally alter the global competitive landscape and begin a new

cycle of innovation and wealth creation.

However, like that of interactive television, the promise of wireless data has

remained largely unfulfilled.128  According to a study by PC Week , only 14% of the

American market have wireless data access and on 55% of that ever use it.129

According to a recent study by the Boston Consulting Group, the challenges facing the

pursuit of wireless data are high cost, slow speed, navigation difficulty, and the phone

keypad as a typing device.130 The latter two difficulties are usability problems which,

as discussed in an earlier chapter, can be minimized by communication between

developers and consumers at the beginning of the innovation development process.

                                                
126 Michael Pastore, Consumers Showing Interest in Alternative Access Devices, in CyberAtlas.
Available at http://cyberatlas.internet.com/markets/wireless/print/0,,10094_362881,00.html.

127 Pastore.

128 Goli Ameri, Wireless Internet: Thinking Inside the Box; available at
http://www.allnetdevices.com/wireless/options/2001/01/30/wireless_internet.html.

129 Ameri.

130 Ameri.
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Carriers are attempting to address user needs, and hope that PCS services will

be as successful as penetrating the market as analog cellular services.  Additionally,

new companies called specialized mobility Application Service Providers (ASP’s), are

offering wireless Internet access via LAN (Local Area Network) networks.

A growing number of users does exist within the business community.  An

estimated 40-45 million travelling business people increasingly perform daily tasks

from portable devices.  They have targeted business people who are constantly

travelling and represent the “hot spot” market.131  Hot spots are frequently trafficked

venues in the public domain in which network connectivity is typically absent.132 The

hot spots will eventually spread to the airports, hotels, and convention centers.

Business travelers are an interesting group to examine in this case because they

represent, as a group, a social system.  As they travel in close quarters, they are

constantly exposed to each other and to new portable technologies and trends.  They

share information and opinions of their products, thus affecting the diffusion process.

The technologies themselves represent a technology cluster, a group of closely

related products.133  People who own one product in a particular cluster are likely to

purchase another technology in that cluster.  For example, people who travel frequently

                                                
131 Ameri.

132 Ameri.

133 Rogers, p.15; Rogers writes that a “technology cluster consists of one or more distinguishable
elements of technology that are perceived as being closely interrelated.”  To explain this,  he uses a non-
technological example of a California study that found that “households that recycled paper were also
likely to recycle bottles and cans.”
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are likely to purchase a portable computer and a PDA, as those items exist in the same

technology cluster.  Communication products diffuse more quickly through a social

system if they are part of a cluster.

Helsinki Virtual Village: The Ultimate Focus Group

There are substantial benefits to observing the ways in which communities of

people adopt and appropriate products.  Whether through focus groups, user-centered

design, or social learning, product developers can better determine user needs and

design criteria if they engage in a dialogue with the end users.  As this thesis discussed

earlier, network technologies facilitate this learning by indicating usage patterns and

tracking behaviors.

In what appears to be the grandest user-centered design effort ever, the Helsinki

Virtual Village (HVV) has plans to revolutionize the role of the end user in the

innovation process.  By 2010 the piece of land just outside Helsinki formerly inhabited

by factories, will be a tech hub—the world’s first wireless community, which will be

used to test the latest broadband wireless technologies.134

The real-world community experiment will be home to about 12,000 residents,

700 IT companies with 8,000 employees, and 4,000 students, all of whom will

complete an extensive survey upon taking residence in the village.135  From that

                                                
134 William Shaw, In Helsinki: Virtual Village; from Wired (March, 2001), p. 158.

135 Shaw.
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moment, their behavior is tracked “minute by minute, cent by cent, inch by inch.”136

Personalization engines, like those discussed in the previous chapter, add this

behavioral data to maintain their profiles.

The Arabianranta suburb of Helsinki was in the process of undergoing a

transformation prior to the HVV initiative.  The city’s University of Art and Design led

an effort to clean up the post-industrial site and ready it for construction of homes,

buildings for IT companies, multimedia studios, and cultural buildings.  The entire

Arabianranta area was connected via fiber-optic cable.  Finland’s leading

telecommunications company, Sonera, recognized that it was the perfect location in

which to execute the HVV plan:

First, the fiber-optic infrastructure provided a base for broadband connectivity.
Second, Arabianranta was small and self-contained. And third, its inhabitants
were shaping up to be an exciting mix of technofreaks, artists, entrepreneurs,
students, and middle-class home buyers. ADC Helsinki had been toying with
the idea of community networking, but no one had yet dreamed of a wireless
one. Suddenly, the notion seemed obvious. 137

The site was perfectly suited to become a “living laboratory” where developers and

consumers could test new technologies in real situations.138

For this or any interactive community to come alive, it must come to know its

members and observe them partaking of their daily activities.139  Since this observation

                                                
136 Shaw, p. 162.

137 Shaw, p. 160.

138 Shaw.
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requires the tracking of consumer behavior, the HVV citizens must have a great deal of

trust in the system with regard to their privacy.140  This level of trust is dependent on

the service provider adding value to each experience and allowing users to easily opt

into data collection efforts.141

Mobile commerce (m-commerce) is a prime example of the tension between

offering customized services and keeping privacy in tact.  Mobile devices are

increasingly equipped with GPS (Global Positioning System) technology that can

determine the users precise location.142  While this feature can help a user find their

way through town, it can also allow companies to send targeted advertisements based

on the users location.  However, HVV claims to be committed to securing their

residents’ privacy.

The fact that this virtual community will exist in conjunction with a physical

community makes it a unique representation of Rogers’ social system through which

diffusion takes place.  The residents will be in a hyper-state of connectivity, in addition

to communicating daily on a face-to-face basis.  Additionally, as a test community,

HVV residents will be R&D participants and early adopters simultaneously.  This

combination of factors will likely result in faster innovation and diffusion cycles.

                                                                                                                                             
139 Shaw.

140 Shaw.

141 Shaw, p. 162.

142 For more information on m-commerce and GPS technology, see Michael Grebb, Mobile Spender
from the Silicon Alley Reporter, Vol. 4, #5.
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Participating organizations and developers are particularly interested in how the

level of connectivity will affect community activities.143 Because the system maintains

a database of user profiles, it could enable the communication between citizens with

similar interests who otherwise might not meet.  Deputy Mayor Pekka Korpinen is

optimistic that HVV will facilitate a similar rise in civic participation.  He anticipates

that citizens will be able, for example, to participate in the approval of architectural

plans for new urban buildings by viewing 3-D plans of them on their wireless mobile

device rather than go to the library to view 2-D plans.144  In this case, the technology

not only enables participation, but it also enhances the quality of the information

presented to the citizens, making their decisions more educated.

HVV’s Canadian predecessor, Netville, demonstrated the potential of a

community network to encourage greater community involvement.  The residential

suburb of Toronto was equipped with local broadband network that proved to

strengthen community ties and facilitate civic action.145  Residents acted collectively

once to express dissatisfaction with the developer regarding housing deficiencies, and

                                                
143 Shaw, p. 161.

144 Shaw, 162.

145 Keith N. Hampton, Grieving for a Lost Network: Collective Action in a Wired Suburb, available at
http://www.chass.utoronto.ca/%7Ekhampton/papers/index.html.
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again, to protest the decision to end the technology trial.146  In early October 1998, he

trial was terminated and residents were left without their network.147

HVVwill be the manifestation of a community described by Netville’s Keith

Hampton after that community was shut down:

In the not-so-distant future, with the growth of wireless Internet technology, the
movement of people into wired housing developments, and the wiring of
existing neighborhoods for high-speed Internet access, computer-mediated
communication may serve as a cure for the decline in social capital and loss of
civic society that many feel we are experiencing.148

Through this community experiment, the decentralization of the technology innovation

process could give rise to a larger-scale decentralization of the community’s

governance structure.

                                                
146 Hampton.

147 Hampton.

148 Hampton.
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Chapter Six:  The Open Source Movement and the Decentralization of Innovation

The development of open source software is a prime example of decentralized

innovation.  Open source allows programmers to collaboratively design software using

network technology.  The development of Linux, the open source operating system, has

challenged conventional models of software development and had far-reaching effects

throughout the computer industry as a whole.

This chapter will begin by conceptualizing centralized and decentralized

systems of innovation and diffusion.  It will then provide an overview of the

development of the Linux operating system software as an example of decentralization.

Finally, it will characterize the shift in the structures of R&D models and discuss its

social implications.

Centralization and Decentralization in Innovation/Diffusion

The classical model of diffusion is one of centralized structure.149   This model,

in which innovation originates at a central source and diffuses in a top-down manner,

remains the most prevalent today.150  Adopters in this system participate only to the

extent that they decide whether to accept or reject an innovation, and are thus relatively

                                                
149 Rogers, p. 364.

150 Rogers, P. 364; Rogers attributes the popularity of the centralized model to “the success of the
agricultural extension services and to the fact that the basic paradigm for diffusion research grew out of
the Ryan and Gross (1943) hybrid corn study.  Much agricultural diffusion in the United States is
relatively centralized, in that key decisions about which innovations to diffuse, how to diffuse them, and
to whom, are made by a small number of technically expert officials near the top of a diffusion system.
Most diffusion systems in nonagricultural fields are also quite centralized.”
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passive participants in the process.  This model has been criticized, however, for

failing to account for diffusion systems that have origins in several sources.151

Recent history has shown that diffusion systems do not all resemble the

classical model.  Increasingly, innovations are “[bubbling up] from the operational

levels of a system” where users become inventors.152  Their ideas undergo a process of

iterative modification and are then diffused through the system.  The adopters in this

decentralized model share in the decision making, thus serving as “their own change

agents.”153  (See Figure 5-1.)

                                                
151 Rogers, p. 364; Schon (1967) challenged the classical model, claiming that it “lagged behind the
reality of emerging diffusion systems.  He particularly criticized classical diffusion theory (which he
called a “center-periphery model”) because of its assumption that innovations should originate from a
centralized source and then diffuse to users.  While recognizing that this classical model may fit much of
reality, Schon noted that it fails to capture the complexity of relatively decentralized diffusion systems in
which innovations originate from numerous sources and then evolve as they diffuse via horizontal
networks.”

152 Rogers, p. 364.

153 Rogers, p. 365.
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Figure 5-1.  Centralized and Decentralized Diffusion Systems154

The process by which innovations are changed and modified by their adopters

is called re-invention.155  This iterative activity is characteristic of decentralized

systems.  It affords end users greater control over the resulting product, and thus results

in innovations that more appropriately address user needs.  It is therefore considered

beneficial to the adopters of innovations rather than to the traditional R&D units.156

Centralized and decentralized systems differ in several ways.  (See table 5-1.)

Centralized systems are based on a uni-directional mode of communication, whereas

                                                
154 Rogers, p. 367.
155 Rogers, p. 174; Rogers defines re-invention as “the degree to which an innovation is changed or
modified by a user in the process of its adoption and implementation.”

156 Rogers, p. 177.
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decentralized systems rely on the sharing of information by several of its members.157

This multi-directional, or multipoint-to-multipoint form of communication enables

users to participate in the decision-making process.  This involvement results in

products that more closely address user needs.

Table 5-1. Characteristics of Centralized and Decentralized Diffusion Systems158

Characteristics of Diffusion
Systems

Centralized Diffusion System Decentralized Diffusion System

1. The degree of centralization in
decision-making power.

Overall control of decisions by
national government
administrators and technical
subject-matter experts.

Wide sharing of power and
control among the members of
the diffusion system; client
control by local systems; much
diffusion is spontaneous and
unplanned.

2.  Direction of Diffusion. Top-down diffusion from experts
to local users of innovations.

Peer diffusion of innovations
through horizontal networks.

3. Sources of innovations. Innovations come from formal
R&D conducted by technical
subject-matter experts.

Innovations come from
experimentation by nonexperts,
who often are users.

4. Who decides which
innovations to diffuse?

Decisions about which
innovations should be diffused
are made by top administrators
and technical subject-matter
experts.

Local units decide which
innovations should diffuse on the
basis of their informal
evaluations of the innovations.

5. How important are clients’
needs in driving the diffusion
process?

An innovation-centered
approach; technology-push,
emphasizing needs created by the
availability of the innovation.

A problem-centered approach;
technology-pull, created by
locally perceived needs and
problems.

6.  Amount of re-invention? A low degree of local adaptation
and re-invention of the
innovations as they diffuse
among adopters.

A high degree of local adaptation
as they diffuse among adopters.

                                                
157 Rogers, p. 365.

158 Rogers, p. 366.
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Diffusion systems need not necessarily be entirely centralized or decentralized.

The two models exist on opposite ends of a continuum of user participation in

innovation.  (see Figure 5-2)159  Systems of diffusion generally exist as a hybrid of the

two models, and fall in between the two extremes.

Figure 5-2.  The Continuum of Decentralized and Centralized Diffusion Systems160

Linux and the Bazaar Model

The above examination of centralized and decentralized systems of innovation

and diffusion is extremely useful in discussing the open source movement.  In his

collection of essays, The Cathedral and the Bazaar, Eric Raymond defines open-

source software as, “the process of systematically harnessing open development and

                                                
159 Rogers, p. 367.

160 Rogers, p. 368.
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decentralized peer review to lower costs and improve software quality.”161  Open

Source represents a paradigm shift for the computing industry, allowing for

unprecedented user control in an otherwise top-down industry.

The Linux operating system is a good example of how open source technology

evolved as a result of the coordination of “huge numbers of volunteers” known as

“hackers.”162  Hackers are responsible for the development of the Internet, Unix, and

the World Wide Web.  Their culture raises questions  about “human motivation, the

organiztion of work, the future of professionalism, and the shape of the firm—and

about how all of these things will change and evolve in the information-rich post-

scarcity economies of the 21st century and beyond.”163  The structure of their

collaboration in the development of Linux is of particular relevance to this thesis.

In 1991, Helsinki University student Linus Torvalds recruited many hackers to

help him develop Linux, a full-featured version of Unix “with entirely free and

distributable sources.”164  The Internet allowed the volunteers to mobilize their

resources and participate in a continual process of peer review.  The guiding strategy of

                                                
161 Eric Raymond, The Cathedral and the Bazaar: Musings on Linux and Open Source by an Accidental
Revolutionary(New York: O’Reilly, 1999),  p. 1.

162 Raymond, p. 24; Raymond, a self-professed “hacker,” defines the term as “a vigorous tribe of
partisans native to the Internet.  …not as the term is now abused by journalists to mean a computer
criminal, but in its true and originial sense of an enthusiast, and artist, a tinkerer, a problem solver, an
expert.” (see p. 2 )

163 Raymond, p. 2.

164 Raymond, p. 23.
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the effort was to gather feedback from hundreds of Internet users every week using the

many-to-many mode of communication enabled by the Internet.

By 1993, the Linux operating system was competitive with several versions of

Unix, and it had begun to attract commercial application software.  The following year,

Marc Ewing, a computer science graduate from Carnegie Mellon University, and

Robert Young, the head of a free software distributor, formed Red Hat to distribute

Linux.  An additional free software sales company, Caldera, also released Linux.165

The role of the user was a crucial component of the software’s success.  As

discussed in previous chapters, users indicate whether or not their needs are being

served.  And, if relationships with users are properly maintained, they can transform

the role of “user” to “co-developer.”166  Recognizing that his company depended on

it’s relationships with free software developers for the continuing progress of the

product it sold, Ewing, said

[They] are absolutely vital.  We help developers out by contributing hardware
and money to organizations like the Free Software Foundation, the Linux
Documentation Project, the Xfree86 Project, and others.  We are absolutely
committed to the free software community.167

This co-development structure is characteristic of decentralized innovation and

diffusion systems.

                                                
165 Glyn Moody, Rebel Code: Inside Linux and the Open Source Revolution (Cambridge: Perseus
Publishing, 2001), p. 97-101.

166 Raymond, p. 36.

167 Raymond, p. 99.
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The centralized and decentralized models of innovation and diffusion are

paralleled by Raymond in his concept of the cathedral and the bazaar.  He describes

how large-scale programming efforts “needed to be built like cathedrals, carefully

crafted by individual wizards or small bands of mages working in splendid isolation,

with no beta to be released before its time.”168  The computer software industry had

been committed to this centralized model.  The Linux community, however, “seemed

to resemble a great babbling bazaar of differing agendas and approaches” which, to

much surprise, worked.

The continual re-invention of Linux, or debugging, followed the same pattern

of participation.  Under the cathedral model, months of careful examination are

dedicated by a few individuals, resulting in long-awaited releases.  The bazaar model,

however, yields frequent releases in order to maximize the amount of feedback

gathered and to get more corrections.169  Raymond writes, “you often don’t really

understand the problem until after the first time you implement a solution.  The second

time, maybe you know enough to do it right.  So if you want to get it right, be ready to

start over at least once.”170

                                                                                                                                             

168 Raymond, p. 29.

169 Raymond, p. 42.

170 Raymond, p. 35; See footnote, p. 255, which states, “In Programming Pearls, the noted computer-
science aphorist Jon Bently comments on Brooks’s observation with ‘If you plan to throw one away, you
will throw away two.’  He is almost certainly right.  The point of Brooks’s observation, and Bentley’s,
isn’t merely that you should expect first attempt to be wrong—it’s that starting over with the right idea is
usually more effective than trying to salvage a mess.”
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The conceptual frameworks put forth by Rogers and Raymond overlap

considerably.  However, Rogers’ characterization of decentralization and centralization

in the beginning of this chapter suggests that, “decentralization diffusion systems are

most appropriate for certain conditions, such as for diffusion innovations that do not

involve a high level of technical expertise.”  The case of Linux contradicts this premise

completely.  It is precisely due to user expertise that the model has been successful and

the product has been continually improved upon at a steady rate.

The Movement

The open source movement has had far-reaching effects on the computing

industry and its dominant organizational structures.  Software giants now recognize

that open source represents a threat to their market share.  Microsoft, in particular,

expressed concern regarding the movement and the Linux operating system.

Late in October, 1998, a series of internal memoranda circulated throughout the

Redmond, WA offices of Microsoft.171  The documents indicated the company’s fear

of competition in the operating system market from emerging open source platforms.

 OSS [open-source software] poses a direct, short term revenue and platform
threat to Microsoft—particularly in server space.  Additionally, the intrinsic
parallelism and free idea exchange in OSS has benefits that are not replicable
with our current licensing model and therefore present a long term developer
mindshare threat.

~The Halloween Documents

                                                
171 For more information visit http://www.opensource.org/halloween/
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The memo included a competitive analysis of Linux, specifically, citing that “[it]

represents a best-of-breed UNIX, that is trusted in mission critical applications, and--

due to its open source code-- has a long term credibility which exceeds many other

competitive OS's.”172  This recognition from the company that had the most to lose

from that competition exemplifies the extent to which Linux has succeeded.173

Linux is now the fastest-growing operating system in the world.174  In 1999,

hardware giant IBM began retooling all their hardware and software for Linux.175

Shortly thereafter, HP, Dell, and Compaq joined IBM in a show of support for the open

source platform and created an alliance with Red Hat.176  Red Hat’s CEO, Bob Young,

attributes Linux’s success not to the fact that it was better, faster, or cheaper, but rather

to the “unique benefit that the customer gets for the first time—control over the

technology” in which they have invested.177

The secret to this control was the decentralized innovation system from which

it emerged.  By allowing the end-users to be involved in the innovation process, to the

extent that they are able to write and rewrite the code using the Internet, Linux

addressed user needs more accurately.  This process results in a higher level of user

                                                
172 Halloween Document II; available at http://www.opensource.org/halloween/halloween2.html

173 Raymond, p. 215.

174 Elinor Abreu, Big Blue: Livin' Large With Linux, from The Industry Standard.  Available at
http://www.thestandard.com/article/0,1902,16106,00.html.

175 Abreu.

176 Moody, p. 223.
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satisfaction and thus enables the software to diffuse at a faster rate.  Linux’s

decentralized model of innovation and diffusion can serve as a model for the

development of future interactive products.

                                                                                                                                             
177 Moody, p. 225.
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Chapter Seven:  Paradigm Shift

End-users play a more significant role in the innovation/diffusion process than

ever before.  Recent history has seen a shift toward a user-centered approach to

innovation that has resulted in higher levels of customer satisfaction and thus faster

diffusion rates.  This transition toward user-driven innovation has emerged as a result

of improved communication between users and producers enabled by interactive

technologies.

As illustrated by the conceptual framework outlined in chapter two, the

innovation/diffusion process is a function of communication.  The framework’s four

elements, Communication, Innovation, Time, and Social Structure are interdependent.

This thesis has focused on the element of communication, and hypothesized that as

communication between producers and end-users is improved by the use of interactive

technologies, the level of product quality and consumer satisfaction increases, thus

resulting in shorter diffusion cycle times.   It has also suggested that the nature of

interactive communication and its applications has caused a shift from centralized to

decentralized systems of innovation/diffusion.

(See Table 7-1)
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Table 7-1.  Model of Conceptual Framework.

* Communication Innovation Time Social Structure

Efficiency increases
as a result of
interactive
technologies

Level of product
satisfaction
increases

Diffusion cycle
time decreases

Shifts from
centralized to
decentralized ,
putting more
control in the hands
of the end users

The role of the user has always been an important factor in product

development.  This is evidenced by the use of various needs assessment tools and

research & development activities including focus groups, participatory design, and

social learning.  Increasingly, however, companies are attempting to form ongoing

relationships and partnerships with their customers.  These relationships entail the

acquisition and proliferation of data pertaining to customers’ habits and behavior.

Interactive technologies have enabled this exchange to occur on a continual basis.

Companies are initiating personalization efforts to gather this knowledge, while at the

same time, providing their customers with an enhanced user experience.

Current trends to allow users to personalize and customize their Internet

products represent an emergent paradoxical production model that essentially allows

for the mass production of specialized products.  This paradox shifts focus toward the

individual, illustrating the value of the one-to-one, personalized experience.  The

examination of Amazon.com in chapter four exemplifies the methods by which
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personalization mechanisms can yield comprehensive customer profiles in exchange

for high level of functionality.  Using a highly-developed and functional feedback

system, the future of a user’s experience is affected by every mouse click.  Thus,

customers encounter unique products that are tailored to their own needs and interests.

Chapter five discussed how current Internet consumption habits are being

examined to determine user needs for emerging interactive technologies.  Interactive

television and broadband wireless devices were highlighted because while each

represents a convergence of multiple media, they are very much breaking new ground.

Accordingly, each technology has faced considerable uncertainty and unclear

expectations in its development.

However, interactivity in general is becoming more widely understood due to

the expansion and increasing use of the Internet.  It is now possible to observe the

activities of existing interactive technology to gain understanding of potential user

needs. The knowledge gained in observing habits of Internet users has caused

breakthroughs in the development efforts of these products which had previously

stalled due to low consumer demand and user dissatisfaction with initial prototypes.

For example, observing cross media consumers, who watch television while using the

internet, has proven helpful in anticipating user needs with regard to interactive

television products.

Similarly, the development of next-generation wireless devices stands to gain

momentum as users increasingly accessing the Internet via cellular telephones and
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personal digital assistants.  The overall collection of user behavior knowledge grows

with every piece of data delivered to customers on their wireless devices.  The

development of the Helsinki Virtual Village represents a significant shift in focus to

user behavior.  Innovation will not only be influenced by user behavior and

communication patterns but likely driven by it as well.

These examples represent a shift in balance of control from producer to user.

The many ways in which users continually contribute to the content and organization

of the overall Amazon.com product, and others like it, illustrate the growing trend to

allow consumers to participate in a community online, thus expanding the notion of the

social system.  In the case of the Helsinki Virtual Village, the social system is being

constructed for the purpose of studying user behaviors.

A recent special issue of Businessweek reports that “businesses might be

imitating life as industries increasingly organize themselves into ecosystems.”178 This

evolution is most notable in the case of the “open source” software industry which

harnessed “open development and peer review to lower costs and improve software

quality.” 179  Communities of innovators have contributed ideas and built on them

beyond the boundaries of any corporate structure, giving rise to the fast-growing Linux

operating system.

                                                
178 Amy Cortese, Masters of Innovation, from BusinessWeek (Spring 2001, Special Bonus Issue, The
Best Performers), p. 164.

179 Raymond, p. I.
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This decentralization of production has had far-reaching effects on the software

industry by challenging the organizational structures that had built it.  The Linux

operating system was created through a process of networked collaboration, much like

the Internet itself.  Developers are users and users are developers.  This unique social

system enables a continual, iterative innovation process by which user needs are

constantly expressed and revisions are constantly being made.

According to Tom Kelley, general manager of IDEO Product Development,

‘The open source idea is powerful.  No matter how big, no one company can match the

energy and creativity of all of those developers out there.”180  Companies are realizing

that innovation takes place in a broader system and that their boundaries must be

permeable.181 Innovation, which often appears as a series of incremental improvements

brought on by the forces of creative destruction, must encompass something deeper.

To yield more than just a fleeting competitive edge, “a new mode of thought, a change

in business processes, or even a rift in the structure of the organization” must

emerge.182

Additionally, recent years have seen a trend toward collaboration among

companies, including unprecedented partnerships between competitors.  By sharing

customer data and the development costs of progressive applications, these companies

                                                
180 Cortese, p. 164.

181 Cortese, p. 164; based on statement of Chris Meyer, vice-president and director of the CGE&Y
Center for Business Innovation.

182 Cortese, p. 160.
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are working together to solve common problems and exploit mutual opportunities.183

Interactive technologies have served as a catalyst for this type of activity.

Amazon and other companies contributing to the dot-com revolution, no matter

how financially challenged at the current moment, have raised consumer expectations

for product functionality and customer service.184  The Internet continues to evolve by

unleashing new business models.  The decentralized development of open-source

software has rattled the entire computing industry.  Similarly, developments in peer-to-

peer file sharing, such as the music-swapping mechanism Napster, continue to

challenge the organization and balance of power in different industries.

As the age of broadband technology approaches, networks increase in both

complexity and functionality.  These characteristics could potentially yield knowledge

that contributes to significant technological advancement and innovation.  These

developments combined with collaboration and growing user-control will likely trigger

further transformation in industrial and social structure.

                                                                                                                                             

183 Don Tapscott and Art Caston, Paradigm Shift (McGraw Hill, 1993), p. 88-93.

184 Cortese, p. 159.
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